Independent Senior Living

Known as the “Easy Move In
Program,” the program is designed
to do all the tough stuff. Tailored
Transitions handles each stage of
selling, packing, moving, unpacking
and putting your things in order in
your new home.
“Working with Tailored Transitions,
we’ve developed a one stop shop
concept offering multiple services
for convenience and peace of
mind,” said Gray. “All you have to
do is commit to moving in with us
and we’ll do the rest.”

Chateau Cupertino residents enjoying Happy Hour—a regular activity

Moving Is Hell
There’s An Easier Road Ahead
By Allan Hayes

Many seniors in
the Bay Area would
like to sell their home
which is bigger than
they need, downsize,
consolidate and move
to an independent
retirement community.
The allure is new friends,
activities, security, comfort, tasty
meals and transportation – all with
backup support that will make life
easier, safer and more active.
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Whether for your parents or
yourself, the idea of moving stops
everyone in their tracks. Anyone
who has done it knows there’s
seemingly more to it than building
the pyramids. Better to avoid at
all costs.
Unfortunately, that keeps
many seniors from downsizing
and moving into an independent
retirement community ideally
suited to their needs.
Not anymore. John Gray of
Chateau Cupertino and Stacy
Mardesich of Tailored Transitions
are pioneering a new way to make
the transition of moving easy and
stress free. They’ve introduced
a program that helps seniors
sell their house and move into
Chateau Cupertino--without any
of the normal stress and hassles.

“Working with
Tailored Transitions,
we’ve developed a
one stop shop
concept offering
multiple services for
convenience and
peace of mind.”
The new “Easy Move In Program”
is leading the way of helping people
get on with their lives without facing
the immense work and energy it
normally takes.
As Stacy says, “it’s a thrill to see
the look of relief on people’s faces
when they hear what this exciting
new program will do for them!”
Maybe moving isn’t hell afterall.
Chateau Cupertino is an independent
retirement living community offering
suites and one & two bedroom
apartments from 400 to 750 sq. ft. The
community is located near downtown
Cupertino within walking distance of
retail stores, restaurants and shops.
For more information about Chateau
Cupertino, call Mary at 408.446.4300.
Visit chateau-cupertino.com..

